
NITIE is participating in Global Conference on Cyber Space (GCCS) 2017 organized by Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology (MEITY) and it hosted one of its kind panel discussion as a run up event on the topic ‘Digital Transformation and Innovation for Sustainable Development’ on 4th November 2017. This discussion was headed by Ms. Tulika Pandey, Senior Director, Ministry of Electronics and IT, Govt. of India. The participating dignitaries were from different domains and shared their expertise on the topic. The panelists were Mr. D. A. Tambe, Chief General Manager, State Bank of India, IT-TMC; Ms. Neha Punater, Partner, KPMG India; Dr. Rambabu Paravastu, CEO, RSM GC Advisory Services Ltd. and, Mr. Amit Sethi, CIO MENAT & India Region, Baker Hughes GE. The discussion was moderated by NITIE’s very own alum, Ms. Sreemoyee Ghosh Dastidar, Group Manager, HUL IT.

The event started after a warm welcome address by Dr. Purnima S. Sangle, Professor, NITIE and Coordinator of run up event, GCCS 2017 at NIITE. This was followed by individual speeches of the panel members that resulted in an insightful discussion about the topic. Few questions from the audience were taken and the event ended with closing address by the Prof. Karuna Jain, Director, NITIE, and Vote of Thanks by Prof. Anju Singh, NITIE.

The event was attended by over 200 students. One of the thoughts that emerged from the discussion is that for digital revolution to add value to the world, it must simultaneously address emerging cyber security and sustainability challenges. This point will be deliberated upon in GCCS in Delhi during 23rd – 24th November 2017.

The panel discussion created a huge impact on the minds of students and have widened their perspective.